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Thanks for downloading the
Customer Ripple System ™ guide.
We created this so that you could get a clear view of what
activating this system could mean to your business, how others
have been impacted by it and how you can get started.

WHETHER YOU’RE;
A sales leader wanting to solve new challenges, take your
account team to the next level and empower them with a
framework for repeatable success.
An executive or owner looking to completely transform the way
your company is perceived by your customers and marketplace.
The customer ripple system has taken the collective insight of
more than 22 different business strategy tools, 30 customer
growth projects across Africa, Europe and US, 150 customer
research and market articles from 8 industries and a study of
the history of customer service of the last 50 years.

We now have a trusted four phase process that delivers value an
organisation can use to create new advantage in their customer
business to truly become an organisation their customers never
want to leave.
This document shares with you the exact process we follow to
get you to that very rare place most organisations long to be
with their customers.
We look forward to speaking and helping you become one of
the few.
Founder, Director

Jermaine Edwards
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Good companies should never lose great customers. But, the reality of
customer relationships today is very different. Long term customers that
were once thought of as untouchable are now under threat.
As competitive pressure and customer choice goes up the need to create
greater distinction with your best customers is more important than ever.
You can’t pursue new strategies for new times using old thinking.

WHY CHANGE?

There has been a great awakening in the business world that has already or
will dramatically shift your market, and organisations perspective on how
you grow and compete. That shift is called THE CUSTOMER.
The research is undeniable of the shifting client expectations of value, service
and partnership. From CEB’s challenger customer or the dissatisfaction
reports from companies like Helpscout or Gartner insights.

“70% of buying experiences are based on how the customer feels they are
being treated” – McKinsey.
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In our research there are five big
reasons why even the best companies
lose great customers:
1. They mistake customer convenience for commitment.
2. They use ineffective customer management strategies.
3. They fail to adapt to new customer value expectations and
end up measuring the wrong metrics.
4. They overestimate the strength and health of their customer
relationships.
5. They have not practiced and understood the right method for
driving highly sought-after value predictably for customers.
The traditional model of looking at customer relationships and account
management doesn’t reflect the reality of managing clients today in
new complex environments. Whereas customer success and account
based marketing helps in a variety of ways. There is no hiding from the
real things that define your success. The human interaction!
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Today there is no framework to help organisations like you identify how
healthy, profitable and loyal a customer actually is so you can put in
effective measures to protect and grow your client investment.
We want to help organisations establish real verifiable and powerful
relationships.
One that is known, appreciated and sought after. A relationship a client
would not want to let go because of the distinct value you bring to their
people, business and clients.
To get closer to the experience of this definition you need to have a
known, understood, practised and proven plan for customer growth
and relationship success.
This is why we created the customer ripple system.

C.R.S is the only programme built to help you create winning customer
growth and relationship strategies that work and work repeatedly.

THE CUSTOMER
RIPPLE SYSTEM ™
INTRODUCTION

If our customers don’t win we don’t have a business, that’s why we test,
verify, execute and measure everything that might impact the success of a
company winning consistently with their most important customer.
We’ve developed the customer ripple system. Proven process for growing
lifetime value, becoming the No.1 choice and future proofing current and
future revenue with your most important customers.

32% Lifetime
Value
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Deepen Trust
At Scale

Future Proof
Revenue

Create Unmatched
Advantage
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PHASE ONE (RIPPLE 1)
Stage 1
Visioning & Evaluating

THE CUSTOMER
RIPPLE SYSTEM ™
PHASES

We look very closely at your business. Based on the four P’s model of
Customer (Philosophy, Principles, Practices and Processes) with you we
uncover who you truly want to become to your customers. From that
vision we then begin with the end in mind.
We start a deep evaluation of your current systems, operations and talent
already deployed for customer success.
We analyse where the blocks, challenges and opportunities are and
create a compelling vision that will shape how we create the customer
transformation programme.
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Stage 2
Design for customer transformation
We work with you and our team to begin mapping and creating specific
plans with detailed client evaluation, feedback and journey.
We evaluate the most optimal communication plans that will help
cascade messaging clearly and effectively throughout the business.
Evaluate the customer segmentation criteria, customer insight, tools and
customer management practices. Use our 7 signals survey and impact
audit to capture initial feedback of your customers experience of their
relationship with you.
Through this insight we’ll help you empower and equip your business,
leaders and teams to maximise every possible result with the resources
you have.
We’ll do this while identifying other investments and the natural next
steps to take internally and with your best customers.
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“The IA Group had been working with our executive and customer team for
3 months and we were skeptical that anything could be done at that time
because we had many challenges and we were in a very different market.
They really got to know our business, our customers. Even our strengths and
weaknesses and was honest with us. Thanks to his coaching and insight
within 9 months we took our two largest customers from multiple six figures
to 2.5 million in sales. We couldn’t have done this without Jermaine.” - Yi
Ong, Director - Yardmart

PHASE TWO (RIPPLE 2)
Stage 3

Prepare Leaders

Prepare for Change

Everything rises and falls with the leaders that support, influence and manage
people and processes within your business.

We engage with the change team using best practice employee and change
management engagement strategies.

We prepare leaders to be able to communicate, understand and engage with
customer transformation philosophy, principles, practices and processes.

With you we begin to lay the foundation for inspiring action with defined roles
and a laid out programme.

We help them understand how it is integrated into their existing leadership and
management activity to ensure any time a customer meets the organisation
the experience reshapes the relationship or reinforces a key goal or initiative.

The progrmame will consist of short, medium and long term actions tied to
specific strategic goals for internal teams and leaders as we prepare to engage
identified key customer portfolio.

“Jermaine is very compelling and results focused guy. We have a tough business. He came in at a challenging time. We were honestly going to go
with a larger consultancy. Jermaine won us over with the sheer value he delivered for us. We had low expectations but we saw almost 57% more
in sales from customers we had written off. Unseen in our business”” — European Sales Director – Gartner
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PHASE THREE (RIPPLE 3)
Stage 4
Prepare Teams
We prepare a programme called ‘the client leader’
for external facing key account teams in place or for
ones needed to be recruited.
With you we’ll build specific customer playbooks.
These are designed to be practical guides to
developing highly profitable customer relationships
specifically for your business and key customers.
We’ll help you identify and onboard a ‘customer
transformation team’ (which will consist of different
department representatives).
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This will include relationship management
development for all internal teams that impact the
customer relationship. Each member of the ‘customer
transformation team’ will all have a role in the support
of the customer playbooks.
With you we’ll set up the first positioning meetings
with identified key customers. This is pivotal part for
alignment as we bring teams together to coordinate and
deliver greater value to your customers. Importantly,
secure commitments to joint work long term with your
key customers.

Stage 5
Prepare Customers
A piece that is missed often is the preparing of the identified customer
for a KAM relationship.
For any true customer relationship it must be mutually understood,
respected partnership that is highly valued and sought after by both
parties.
We create a partnership plan to ensure all parties gain benefits. We would
have positioned a key partnership meeting with identified customers.
Set up a planning workshop with invited executives from key customer
departments.
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“The feedback was very positive. The team found it different from
previous sales training because it focused on the journey of the sale
and the relationships and power plays that take place throughout
the journey and didn’t just focus on the qualification and close. This
was new for everyone in comparison to what we have been through
before, it stimulated thinking and reflection in has transformed
our entire approach in relation to what we do today and how we
could change that to be better in the future.”
- Catherine O Doyle - Dell

PHASE FOUR (RIPPLE 4)
Stage 6
Position, deliver, support and scale
Many organisations leave you to get on with the plan.
We believe in seeing you through the entire journey. That means
executing the plan and strategy.
With your leaders and teams we walk alongside you in reinforcing the
right behaviours and ensuring you have results you can trust repeatedly
with any identified key customer.

“Jermaine and the IA Group team are phenomenal. We’ve worked with
them to help transform the work with our customers across the UK and
Africa. With their help we were able to secure a client projects worth $10
million” — Chidi Umeano, Chairman - Nigerian Investment Gateway
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You’ve got to the end of this document so what next?
If you are ready we’d love to speak to explore if there is a real R.O.I and
values fit in working together.
We’ve made it easy.

WHAT NEXT?

Simply click below to share your details. You’ll receive an automated
email and someone from our service team will be in touch.
If not look out for future emails, insights and value.

Book A Call Now

We look forward to eventually having a conversation with you soon.
Regards,
Founder, Director

Jermaine Edwards
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